CIRCULAR No. 07/2018

Sub: Wrong details of crew on Pre-Arrival intimation of vessel

The Bureau of Immigration (MHA), Government of India vide Memorandum No. 35/BIO-GSP/OPS-MISC/2018-306 dated 08/08/2018 have intimated that wrong crew details are being submitted by the Vessel Agents on Pre Arrival intimation.

In this context, it is hereby directed to submit the correct details of crew on board the vessel to Immigration Department. Submitting wrong information to Immigration is a breach of Immigration Rule which attract legal action against the Shipping Agency.

This circular is issued for the information of the Members of the Trade and with a request to inform all the stake holders and for strict compliance.

To,

President, Mormugao Ship Agents Association – With a request to advice your members

Copy for kind information to:
Immigration/ In-charge, BOI, Seaport, Government of India, Mormugao, Goa, with w.r.t. your letter No. 35/BIO-GSP/OPS-MISC/2018-306 dated 08/08/2018
Chairman’s Office/Dy. Chairman’s Office/Manager (Opr.)
MPT Website
Hindi Section – GAD – for translation
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